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The new Elevation Station light duty, inexpensive elevating work station. It can provide the 
operator infinite height adjustment whether sitting or standing.  One of the unique features is a 

moveable and reversible platform. No tools needed; just pop it out, flip it over. One side is 
smooth plastic laminate (Formica) and the other is a textured non-slip surface. Safe 24 volt 

linear actuator for smooth operation, dual foot switches, pre-wired and ready to operate. 
 

 *Removable and reversible platform >>>>  The 1” thick platform is an insert and set down into the  
steel frame. One side is a smooth, blond color plastic 
laminate and the other is a black textured non-slip plastic 
surface. It can be removed and reversed without tools.  
 

 Dual footswitches >>>>     Pre-wired at opposite corners of the base frame for real  
operator convenience.  

   
 Precision drive screw actuator >>>>   No oil, nothing to spill and direct acting, power up and  

power down means precise control. 
 
  Positive braking, gear drive >>>>   Maintains any elevation, and no “leak down” like  

hydraulic units – no drift - ever! 
 
 Sealed drive and gearbox >>>>   Non-hydraulic, all mechanical drive system is leak free;                       

environmentally friendly 
 
 Rugged 24 volt DC motor  >>>>   Plenty of reserve power for lifting or lowering and it runs  

off a standard 115 volt wall outlet 
                                                                                            

 Knee action leg design >>>>   Simple, straight forward design with minimal moving  
parts for dependable, trouble-free long life  

 
 Rugged hammer tone finish >>>>    Unique hammer tone finish provides a particular  

durable, starch resistant surface    
 
 Replaceable pins and bushings >>>>   Industrial quality – not a “throw away” lift. All bushings  

are lubricated-for-life 
 
 Full width-straight through axles >>>>  Increases stability throughout the travel 
               
 Bolt-in actuator >>>>    Neat, clean and simple layout for easy access to  

Components and/or maintenance if ever needed.  
         
 Completely prewired, ready-to-operate >>>> No assembly required. Just connect to a 115V power  

source – it is “plug-n-play”  
 

 Two year parts and labor warranty >>>>  The strongest warranty in the industry - backed by the  
best reputation. 

 
 
    * The insert platform can also be replaced with a customer supplier material like plastic,  

UHMW, wood, stainless steel or other material suited for a special application  


